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“The event was well organized, there were enough
communication and reminder and even after
the event we were sent the video for to watch if
sometihng was missed.”
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THE eLEARNING AFRICA VIRTUAL EXCHANGES BRING YOU
A NEW OPPORTUNITY TO NETWORK AND ENGAGE!
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Premium Partner
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The eLearning Africa Virtual Exchanges bring
you a new opportunity to network and engage!

“These are some incredible and relevant topics
that could change the way we do education in
our local settings, I am so looking forward to
interactions.”
Philani Nyatsanza, Star Leadership Academy,
Zimbabwe
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The eLearning Africa Primary & Secondary
Education Virtual Exchange is an ex- citing
new initiative, linking global EdTech and
digital learning solution providers with
decision makers in African primary and
secondary education.

and teachers’ needs, it provides solutions
and ideas to ensure students keep learning
and teachers keep teach- ing, even in the
most challenging circumstances. And it
showcases solutions to enhance learning
and ensure quality education.

Whilst the traditional format of learning
spaces has changed, students still need
to be taught, engaged with, equipped and
prepared for the future. And, as technology
leads the way, the demand for access to
digital content, delivery and engagement
tools is increasing rapidly.

This event highlights the various kinds of
initiatives and tools that are available to
enable teachers to continue to deliver
education and engage with their students,
allowing both practitioners and policy
makers to share challenges they have
encountered and good practices they have
introduced.

The eLearning Africa Primary & Secondary
Education Virtual Exchange puts people,
ideas, practices and technologies together in
a multi-faceted online forum. With peer-topeer engagement, including opportunities
to hear from solution providers about how
their innovative solutions and designs enable
educators and learners to thrive, eLearning
Africa Virtual Exchange is a platform both
for sharing best practice and showing how
EdTech is responding to the needs of African
students and teachers.
Featuring Edtech which serves both students’

The eLearning Africa Virtual Exchanges
offer a cost-effective opportunity to
engage with decision makers in the African
education sector. In a region and a sector
where personal relationships are so crucial,
connections made at our exchanges prove
their value time and time again.
They allow you to maintain market visibility
and a close co-operation with African decision
makers in primary and secondary education
at a time when travel is challenging.
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The eLearning Africa Virtual Exchanges bring
you a new opportunity to network and engage!
Our Virtual Exchange is unmatched in its ability to keep you in touch with the African
education community, without having to travel.
Our community of Primary and Secondary Education decision makers consist of:
Representatives from:
→→ Government Departments and International
Development Coop- eration
→→ Professional Associations such as Teacher
Associations and Parents’ Associations
→→ Local and Regional Authorities
→→ NGOs

90%

of the participants found
the event very worthwhile to
attend
↓
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→→ IGOS
→→ Donor Organisations
→→ Charities and Foundations
→→ School Boards
→→ Teachers and Educators
→→ Curriculum Designers

→→ Academic Technology Specialists
→→ Instructional Technologists
→→ Instructional Designers
→→ Education Policy Makers
→→ Government Officials
→→ School Administrators
→→ Head Teachers
→→ School Principals
→→ Programme Managers and Educa- tion
Administrators
→→ IT Managers, Multi-Media and Soft- ware
Developers / Specialists
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eLearning Africa Primary & Seconday
Education Virtual Exchange Key Figures
WHERE PARTICIPANTS CAME FROM
WHERE PARTICIPANTS CAME FROM

Europe
3.1%

Europe
3.1%

The Americas
1.2%

Africa
95.78%

by African region
49 , 0 %
EAST AFRICA
25,79%
WEST AFRICA

The Americas
1.2%

Africa
95.78%

16,98%
SOUTH AFRICA
5,03
NORTH AFRICA
3,14
CENTRAL AFRICA

206

41

PARTICIPANTS

14

SESSIONS

“It was very fantastic.”
Smartson Muhanguzi, Rwampara
District Local Government Department
of Education, Uganda

COUNTRIES

14

SPEAKERS

3

PARTNERS

“It was educative.”
Charles William Zulu, Ministry of General
Education, Zambia
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eLearning Africa Primary & Seconday
Education Virtual Exchange Programme
This eLearning Africa Virtual Exchange offered 14 sessions that took place over five days,
featuring expert speakers from across the African continent and around the world.
Please use the following password to access the videos: K1-K12-2021
Monday, June 7th, 2021

100%

of the participants was well
integrated in the eLearning Africa Primary
& Secondary Education
Virtual Exchange
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Welcome to the eLearning Africa Primary &
Secondary Education Virtual Exchange

Rebecca Stromeyer
eLearning Africa, Germany

What kind of education do we need in a postcovid world
Presentation Slides

Michelle Lissoos
Ischoolafrica, South Africa

Adopting the UNESCO ICT Competency Framework for Teachers - (Implementer’s Experience)

Elizabeth Mbasu
Education development specialist,
Kenya

Tuesday, June 8th, 2021
Inclusive E-Learning for Rural Ugandan Youth
Presentation Slides

Isabella Ajio
Fund for Innovation and Transformation, Uganda

The NEW Learning Analytics for your LMS with
IBNext

Mariana Lima Robson
Intelliboard, USA
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eLearning Africa Primary & Seconday
Education Virtual Exchange Programme
Wednesday, June 9th, 2021

60%

of the participants were
interested in learning more about online
learning and educational
solutions and professional
development
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Practical ideas to teach remotely effectively
to enhance teaching and learning

Karen Walstra
Karen walstra consulting - Evolve
School, South Africa

Tips and tools to get teens reading
Presentation Slides

Dorothy Dyer
Fundza, South Africa

Who do you train first? Developing an effective
strategy for professional development
Presentation Slides

Michelle Selinger
Consultedu, UK

Thursday, June 10th, 2021
How to use artificial intelligence and assistive
robots to train autistic children?
Presentation Slides

Linda Vallee
Digital Youth Foundation, Côte
d’Ivoire

Accessing quality education and ensuring relevance in rural areas
Presentation Slides

Michelle Selinger
Consultedu, UK

Learning Design Introduction
Presentation Slides

Ferhana Dostmohamed
Fd learning consulting, Canada
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eLearning Africa Primary & Seconday
Education Virtual Exchange Programme
Friday, June 11th, 2021
What levers to operate for improving the quality of learning?
Presentation Slides

Abdennasser Naji
Amaquen Institute, Morrocco

Purpose Based Curriculum

Ferhana Dostmohamed
Fd learning consulting, Canada

Using computational thinking, more than just
coding to inspire learning in all students

Karen Walstra
Karen walstra consulting - Evolve
School, South Africa

20%

of the participants
were looking for networking
opportunities
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The eLearning Africa
Community

26.200
→ followers

eLearning Africa is much more than just a
conference and an exhibition. It is also a
network of experts throughout Africa and the
world, who are involved in finding sustainable
education and training solutions by seizing the
opportunity that technology offers to expand
the reach of education.
“In its seventeen years of existence, eLearning
Africa has made a real contribution to the
expansion of education, training and skills

development across Africa,” says Rebecca
Stromeyer, Founder of eLearning Africa. “Our
network of experts from all over the world is
unique and it is full of people who are helping
to transform the prospects of Africans. At the
eLearning Africa conferences, when people
from all over the world get together, ideas
are exchanged, partnerships are created
and friendships are forged. It is a very special
event.”

7.566

→ followers

2.270

→ members
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